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Verbal
Disturbance

18-118771

Coacochee Dr

Violation of
Injunction

18-118677

Flaningo Dr

Stolen
Vehicle
Recovered

18-118743

Chesapea Ct

Drunk
Driver

18-118761

Old Kings Rd

Domestic
Disurbance

18-118689

Brittany Ln

TSNarcotics

18-118774

Boulder Rock Dr
(BR SHELL)

O1 and O2 were involved in a verbal argument. Both parties stated
nothing physical took place. Neither party wanted to leave the
residence, but agreed to stay apart.
S1 was found to be in violation an injunction that was served by
coming within 500 feet of the petitioners address and was placed
under arrest and transported to the inmate facility without
incident.
O1 requested a VIN verification on his 2013 Hyundai VIN
5NPEC4AC9DH571704, upon running the VIN through NCIC/FCIC it
was discovered that the vehicle was reported stolen out of Fort
Stewart Georgia. O1 was able to provide deputies the title, court
paperwork that awarded him the vehicle in the dissolution of
marriage. The vehicle was removed from NCIC by the entering
agency.
S1 was operating a 2006 Mazda bearing Florida tag CDFT18 with an
inoperable tag light, FCSO conducted a traffic stop and requested
the driver perform FSE’s. S1 was placed under arrest and
transported to the FCIF where she provided a breath sampe of .184
and .185 respectively.
A passerby advised that they witnessed a possible physical
disturbance at the above location, RP wished to remain
anonymous. Upon arrival at the address deputies made contact
with S1 who advised there was no disturbance, he was just helping
his daughter get her vehicle free from the swale. Attempts to reach
the daughter, V1 were met with negative results. V1 later called
into dispatch requesting to speak to a deputy on how to obtain a
restraining order, Deputies made contact with her and she provided
a statement stating that her father hit her. Deputies photographed
the subjects and made contact with S1 again who was provided his
Miranda warnings and agreed to speak. S1 advised that there was a
slight physical contact with V1 because of a vehicle being stuck in a
swale. S1 and V1 live at separate locations and there is no
propensity for violence. Charges forwarded to SAO.
Traffic stop was conducted on a passenger car bearing NC PEM7370
for going the wrong way, upon making contact with the driver, S1,
it was found that he was a habitual traffic offender. During a search
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Aggravated
Battery

18-118680

Old Haw Creek
Rd

of the vehicle suspected herion was located which subsequently
tested positive. S1 was arrested for DWLS habitual, possession of
herion.
S1 was arrested for Aggravated Battery after he struck his
roommate, V1, in the head with a beer bottle and sliced V1
shoulder with a broken bottle. V1 cleaned himself up, and found S1
sitting on the couch. V1 then punched S1 in the face. Charges were
forwarded to the state attorney’s office against S1 for battery.

